
Package Exclusions: 
 China visa
 Travel insurance
    (mandatory)
 Personal expenses

 English speaking tour guide(s)
 Tipping

Interstate Surcharge: Departing Brisbane/Adelaide $300, Perth $600
*Peak Season Surcharge: $600
Stay Behind Surcharge: From $250 surcharge (subject to 
                                                  availability and applicable fare and  
                                                  applicable fare di�erence) 
Pre/Post tour accommodation: $150 /night/ room (Incl. breakfast)

Single
Supplement

$700

Tours are subject to availability and payment deadlines. Please check with your 
travel consultant for more details.

Day 1  Australia         Kunming
Fly with China Southern Airlines today.

Day 2  Kunming
Arrive in the Kunming, the capital city of Yunnan Province. Upon arrival, 
you will be warmly greeted at the airport by your tour guide and 
transferred to your hotel. Kunming has the best climate of all Chinese 
cities and is popularly known as the “Spring City”. It has a long history. 
Many ethnic minorities and the unique natural resources help make this 
city rich and colourful. 

Day 3  Kunming  (B, L, D)
This morning visit the picturesque Stone Forest where massive 
limestone columns form a vast forest of surreal shapes and images. Due 
to a process of weathering and erosion, nature has created an art gallery 
of stone sculptures here. The countless stone shapes sprung from the 
ground, assuming di�erent shapes as if vying to surpass each other in 
grandeur and sublime beauty. Next visit the Jiuxiang Scenic Resort with 
more than one hundred karst caves. It has been found that the caves in 
Jiuxiang are the largest cave group system with the most numerous karst 
caves in China. The stalactites in the caves take on many forms, shapes 
and di�erent colours. Found in the caves are numerous natural bridges, 
valleys, rivers and waterfalls, which constitute a wonderful subterranean 
world. Later return to Kunming and this evening sample the local 
delicacy, Across the Bridge Noodles. 

Day 4  Kunming         Dali  (B, L, D)
Depart Kunming by coach this morning and travel through the country-
side to Dali, home of the Bai Minority. Arrive in Dali this afternoon and 
stroll through the fascinating Old Town Quarter, a 600-year-old town 
featuring stone walls, grey-tilted roofs, doors and windows carved with 
dragon and phoenix patterns and also beautiful gardens. As you walk 
along the cobble-paved streets in the ancient city, a sense of primitive 
simplicity and elegance will be invoked. 

Stone Forest Jiuxiang Scenic Resort
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Tour Highlights:
  Visit Dali and explore its ancient streets and markets

  Discover Zhongdian in mysterious Shangri-La, one of the hidden corners of the world

  Experience traditional Tibetan culture with a unique visit to a local family

 Uncover the mystery of Shangri-La, one of the hidden corners of the world

 Experience traditional Tibetan culture with a unique visit to a local family

 Departure  Package 
 Dates Price 

 Available only at exclusives.webjet.com.au 

 2016: 18 Sep*, 23 Oct $3,999 
 2017: 23 Apr*, 21 May $9,190 
 per person twin-share 
 On sale now 

Package Inclusions:
 International �ights (economy class), taxes 
    and fuel surcharges departing Sydney or 
    Melbourne with China Southern Airlines
 Internal airfare 
 10 nights hotel accommodation 
 Daily meals as indicated (B, L, D)
 Coach transportation 
 Site entry fees Nexus Holidays Sydney



Erhai Lake Xizhou Village

White Water Terraces Stone Forest 

Old Town of Lijiang

Dali Old Town Erhai Lake

Day 5  Dali  (B, L, D)
This morning visit the charming Song Dynasty’s Three Pagodas which is 
outstanding landmark of the region. Then enjoy a cruise on Erhai Lake 
where you may be lucky enough to see traditional junks still plying their 
trade. Then visit a local minority family and their home in Xizhou Village. 
The House of Bai is renowned throughout China for their craftsmanship 
in silverware and fabric dyeing.

Day 6  Dali         Lijiang  (B, L, D)
Travel by coach to the ‘living museum’ city of Lijiang, which sits at the 
foothills of the Jade Dragon Snow Mountain, and is the cultural centre of 
the Naxi Minority. Explore the Old Town of Lijiang which has been 
designated as a UNESCO World Cultural Heritage Site. Gaze in wonder at 
the sights and sounds of this ancient city and imagine being part of a 
bygone era as you stroll through the maze of cobblestone streets, narrow 
canals, and decorative wooden houses preserved for over 700 years. The 
Black Dragon Pool is a famous pond built in 1737 during the Qing 
Dynasty and o�ers a spectacular view of the region's tallest mountain, 
Jade Dragon Snow Mountain, over its white marble bridge. Later, visit the 
famous Baisha Frescoes that illustrate ancient stories of religions and 
minorities. With their �ne and smooth lines, bright colors, vivid pattern, 
balanced and harmonious compositions, the frescoes are not only signi�-
cant to the history of Chinese painting, but important cultural heritage 
relics too. Finish the day with a visit to a local village.

Day 7  Lijiang  (B, L, D)
Today’s highlight is a trip to Jade Dragon Snow Mountain, the mythical 
mountain worshipped by the Naxi people. At the base of the mountain 
board chair lifts to access higher regions that a�ord a beautiful view of 
the famed Thirteen Peaks. Enjoy a stunning cultural performance - 
‘Impression Lijiang‘.

Day 8  Lijiang         Shangri-La  (B, L, D)
Drive to Shangri-la (also called Zhongdian) this morning and visit one of 
the most dramatic gorges in the world, the Tiger Leaping Gorge. 
Legend has it that this particular gorge is so narrow in certain places that 
a tiger escaped capture by leaping across; hence, its chosen name. Arrive 
into Shangri-la this afternoon, continue your tour to visit a Tibetan 
family where you can taste Tibetan specialties of yak butter tea, local 
yogurt and Tibetan barley. Afterward, explore the Old Town at your own 
leisure. Enjoy some free time to acclimatise to the higher altitude.

Day 9  Shangri-La  (B, L, D)
Visit the Songzanlin Monastery this morning which was built by the 5th 
Dalai Lama more than three hundred years ago; also known as Ganden 
Sumtseling in the Tibetan language, it is the largest Tibetan Buddhist 
monastery in Yunnan, with more than �ve hundred lamas living and 
studying here. Next visit the Bitahai Lake which is widely recognised as “a 
pearl on the plateau” and the most attractive lake in Shangri-La. It is famous 
for its limpid water and its beautiful scenery which is set against the 
mountains and forests surrounding it. Bitahai Lake is a place of legends. 
When visiting it, you will �nd that even a tree or a hill has a story. It is not only 
a feast to the eye, but also enhances your sense of beauty and imagination. 

Day 10  Shangri-La  (B, L, D)
Today highlight is an excursion of White Water Terraces, where spring 
water cascades over layers of white limestone pools creating a perfect 
photographic moment. Enjoy some free time afterwards.                        



China Visa

Australian passport holders must have a valid visa to enter China. 
Passports must be valid for at least six months prior to entry. If you 
would like us to assist with the processing of your Chinese visa the 
single-entry visa cost is $109.50 + our service/handling fee of $30 per 
passport (total $139.50). The Chinese visa is only valid for 3 months 
from the date it is issued so you cannot apply for it too soon in advance. 
It is typically done 1-2 months before departure and it normally takes 
4-5 working days to process. 

Required documentation for China visa application: 
1) Original Passport (with at least 6 months validity)
2) Photocopy of your passport photo page 
3) Photocopy of your Chinese visa page (If been to China before) 
4) Photocopy of your driver's license (If never been to China before)
5) Photocopy of your Medicare Card (If never been to China before)
6) 1 passport size photo (on proper photo paper)
7) Completed China Visa Application Form

We recommend you utilise our visa processing service to avoid any 
hassles with obtaining your visa.

Impression Lijiang

Impression Lijiang is a cultural show which demonstrating the 
traditions and lifestyle of local Naxi, Yi and Bai ethnics of the area. It is 
the second outdoor production of famous �lm director, Zhang 
Yimou which debuts an open-air performance at the foot of Yulong 
Xueshan (Jade Dragon Snow Mountain) about 3500 meters above 
sea level. The performance stage is specially designed to showcase 
the mountain as the best backdrop of the show. More than 500 local 
people from ten ethnic groups have been selected over 16 towns 
and villages nearby to take part in the performances which includes 
folk songs, dances as well as rituals for tourists.

Hotel Accommodation *All hotels based on local hotel ratings

Kunming
Dali
Lijiang
Shangri-la
Lhasa
Shigatse
Chengdu

Kunming Kai Wah Plaza International
Regent Hotel 
Guangfang Hotel Lijiang Garden Villa 
Zhaxidele Hotel 
The Tibet Cang-gyan Lhasa Hotel 
VanRay International Resort 
Chengdu House International Hotel  

5 Star or similar
5 Star or similar
5 Star or similar
4 Star or similar
5 Star or similar
4 Star or similar
5 Star or similar

Shangri-La

Day 11  Shangri-La         Chengdu  (B)
You are transferred to Shangri-la airport to board your �ight to Chengdu. 
Enjoy the free time in Chengdu afterwards.

Day 12  Chengdu         Australia  (B)
Enjoy this morning at leisure before you are transferred to Chengdu 
airport to board your overnight �ight to Australia. The trip may be over, 
but the experiences and memories will certainly last a life time.

Day 13  Australia
Arrive home this morning.

B = Breakfast             L = Lunch             D = Dinner 

Nexus Holidays reserves the right to adjust the itinerary as it sees �t to ensure the smooth 
running of the tour and to substitute hotels of a similar standard if the hotels listed in our 
brochure are not available. Passengers must remain with the tour group at all times and 
must not deviate from the set itinerary unless otherwise stated such as “free at leisure”.

Black Dragon Pool Tiger Leaping Gorge

Bitahai Lake Songzanlin Monastery 



Your Travel Agent

Across the Bridge Noodles Yak Butter Tea & Local Yogurt

Old Town of Lijiang Jade Dragon Snow Mountain

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

What is the baggage allowance?
The standard baggage allowance is 20kg for check-in baggage and 
5kg for hand carry. For all China domestic �ights, all electronics 
including batteries must be placed in your hand carry. Check-in 
baggage with electronics will fail X-ray screening.

Which Airline will we be �ying for international and domestic �ights?
We will be �ying directly from Sydney or Melbourne to China with 
China Eastern Airlines. Domestic �ights from Brisbane and Adelaide 
will be with either Virgin Australia or Qantas.

What is the local currency in China?
Chinese money is called Renminbi (RMB) which literally means "The 
People's Currency". The popular unit of RMB is “yuan”. 1 Australian 
Dollar is currently worth around 5.5 Chinese Yuan.

What language is spoken in China?
The o�cial national language in China is Mandarin. In addition, there 
are several ethnic minority languages in the western and southern 
most provinces.

What are the entry requirements for China?
Passports must be valid for at least six months prior to entry. Visas are 
required for Australian travellers.

Are any vaccinations required for travel to China?
No vaccinations are required for a trip to China (except for Yellow Fever 
if you're arriving from an infected area), however, it is recommended 
that you consult your physician and preferably a doctor at least 4-6 
weeks before you are scheduled to depart. There are some 
recommended vaccines and it's important that you take the 
necessary precautions and be up-to-date on your routine vaccines.

Are there any water and food safety concerns in China?
It goes without saying you should be careful with food and water. 
Only drink bottled water and use it to brush your teeth. Nexus 
Holidays supplies complimentary bottled water everyday on the 
tour. Your hotel will also provide several bottles a day free of charge.

While many ethnic minorities and the abundance of unique natural 
resources help make this province rich and colourful, Yunnan is one 
of the more remote and underdeveloped parts of China and the 
cities here cannot be compared to mega-cities such as Beijing, 
Shanghai, Chongqing or Chengdu, with their luxury hotels, �ne 
restaurants and well-built roads. A journey to Yunnan is a unique 
experience which should be approached with an open mind and  a 
willingness to embrace the unique cultures and traditional lifestyles 
of the various ethnic minorities who populate this land. 

Important note

Tipping

Tipping is a �rm and expected element in tourism industry today and 
China is no exception. The nominated tip amount AUD100/12 Days is 
to be given to your National Guide at the beginning of your group 
tour upon arrival at your destination and they will do all the 
necessary tipping on your behalf.

China Southern Airlines departs from SYD/MEL at 22:30pm and arrives 
in SYD/MEL at 9:00am. However, �ight times are subject to change by 
the airline and adjusted for daylight savings so please con�rm the 
times with us before booking any domestic connecting �ights.

International Flights




